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The European Parliament after Lisbon: Policy-making and Control

Andreas Maurer
Stiftung Wissenschaft und Politik, Berlin

1. The European Parliament in a dynamic system

The European Union’s (EU) institutional design – pre- and post-Lisbon - faces a multitude of
questions as to how representative this system of multi-level governance is, in which way its
quasi-executive branches – the Council, the European Council and the Commission - are
accountable to the citizens via directly legitimated bodies, how democratic the decision
making procedures between the Union’s legislative authorities are, and how the European
Parliament (EP) is able to (co-)steer the fabric of democratic governance in the EC/EU.

Arguing about the European Parliament and its potential to provide the European citizens a
collective voice in the Union’s policy cycles does not mean that parliamentarism and the
parliamentarisation of the EU’s system (Fischer 2000; Napolitano 2002) is the only way for
bridging the gap between the citizens and the Union. One can easily assume that even with the
entry into force of the Constitutional Treaty (CT, see: CIG 87/2/04), many scholars and
practitioners of European integration will continue to argue that focusing on the parliamentary
input structures of the Union is only one of several ways in which governance „beyond the
state” (Jachtenfuchs/Kohler-Koch 1996) might gain legitimacy. The European Parliament and
the cascade-like parliamentarisation of the Union’s decision making system (Maurer 2002)
should therefore be conceived as one but an essential tool for building a legitimate European
order. The EP constitutes one of the core institutions of the EU. It is the only directly
legitimated component of the EU’s institutional set-up. The las t six treaty reforms caused
major implications for the European Parliament and its position vis-à-vis the other
institutions, specifically the Council and the Commission. The Lisbon Treaty (LT) confirms
Helen Wallace’ analysis that the European Parliament was and still is”the largest net
beneficiary of the institutional changes” (Wallace 1996: 63).

This paper  tr ies  to ass es s  the roles  and dynamics of the Eur opean Parliament after the entr y into
f or ce of  the Lis bon Treaty. Do the r ules  pr ovided by the LT, and s ubsequent inter -ins titutional
agr eements  and s imilar bas es  matter  for the EP  as a „multifunctional or ganization”
( Judge/Ear nshaw  2003: 24)  and how  do they matter  f or the r epartition of  w or kload within the
Eur opean P arliament?

2. Legal Offers and Exploitation

Treaty bas ed, cons titutional of fers  ar e def ined as  the EU’ s treaty provis ions, a dynamic and
evolving s et of  oppor tunity str uctur es  that pr ovide par liamentarians  w ith potential power to
par ticipate in the EU ’s  policy making pr ocess . The EU’s primary law – the treaties and similar
constitutional acts like inter-institutional agreements - are subsequent propositions to the EU
institutions and the Member States for joint decision making and for delegating powers from
one level to another. Evidently, the Union’s constitutional bases do not „dictate” a clear



2003). Instead, institutions have to choose – by application of one or more legal bases -
whether an envisaged piece of legislation is subject to parliamentary scrutiny through
consultation, for EP initiative reports or urgency resolutions, or has to be decided by qualified
majority or unanimity, whether the legislation should be adopted in the format of a regulation,
a directive or another type, and whether referral should be made to the consultation, the
assent, the co-decision procedure or without any participation of the European Parliament. In
other words, different constitutionalised procedural blueprints and inter-institutional rules
„compete” for application.

To capture the constitutionally based roles of the European Parliament, I distinguish and trace
its different functions. D rawing on earlier  w orks by Bourguignon- Wittke et al. ( 1985) , G rabitz
et al. ( 1988) , S teppat (1988), Schmuck/Wess els  ( 1989)  and subsequent s tudies  on the s pecif ic
r ole of the Eur opean Parliament in a dynamic and evolving str uctur e (M aur er  1996)  I  define
these functions  as  policy- making, controlling, elective and s ys tem-developing ( Maur er 2002:
86- 88) .

§ Policy-making is defined as the participation of the European Parliament in the
EC/EU policy cycle in relation to the European Council, the Council and the
Commission. The function derives from parliament's rights and obligations to (co-
)negotiate and -decide on European politics. The policy-making function thus
reflects Parliament’s capacity to participate in and to influence the preparation,
adoption, implementation and control of binding legislative acts.

§ The control f unction is  defined thr ough P ar liament’ s rights and obligations  to call
other  institutions  of  the Union to account. I n addition to its tr aditional r ole in
granting the budgetar y dis char ge to the Eur opean Commis s ion, the P ar liament is 
involved in other scr utiny activities. I t may put oral and w r itten ques tions  to the
Commis sion and the Council -  very attr active f or  M EP' s at the end of  their mandate
-  , hear  Commis s ion off icials and national minis ter s in parliamentar y committees ,
hold public hear ings , s et up tempor ary committees of inquiry and dis cus s the EU’ s 
per for mance w ith the Council’s  Pr es idency.

§ The elective function covers  P arliament’ s  r ight to participate in the nomination and
inves titur e of other  EU  institutions  ( the Commis sion including the H igh
Repres entative of the U nion for  F or eign A ff air s and S ecurity Policy - H RU -F A SP ,
or the election of  the Mediator ).

§ The s ystem- development function r ef ers  to the participation of the Eur opean
P ar liament in the development of the EU' s  cons titutional s ys tem ( s uch as
ins titutional r eforms  and the divis ion of  competences ). It r efers  to P arliament’ s 
ability to pr es ent, promote and def end pr opos als  f or ins titutional r ef orm.

Time is a s carce r es our ce. D if f er ent iss ues , agendas, parliamentar y functions and r oles compete
f or  attention and def ine the r elative, daily impor tance of  EP  f unctions  and MEP’ s  prof iles .
G iven the limits  on time and r esour ces  of  par liamentarians , the definition of cer tain pr ior ities 
neces s ar ily leads to other  points  on the agenda being tr eated as s econdar y. Hence, the Eur opean
P ar liament, its  Committees  and its individual MEP’ s  have to manage the allocation of their 
r es our ces in or der  to f ulf il the tr eaty- bas ed duties accor ding to a rather r igid time- schedule.
Each new  EU  treaty does  not only br ing new pow er s to the EP, but induces a r evis ion of 
par liamentary tasks and f unctions  in the light of time as a f ixed cons traint. Bluntly: D ur ing the
1970’ s , the EP could easily allow  each individual member  to act as  f reely as  pos s ible and to
produce any imaginable "nons ens e" , becaus e the EU’ s  cons titutional f ramew or k did not f or ce
the EP  to deliver legis lative amendments  within a given time- period. The introduction of  the



independence fr om the Commis sion’ s and the Council’ s wor k pr ogr amme. The substance of  the
policy-making f unction alter ed cons iderably and for ced the EP  to r eallocate the time- s chedule
of its  plenar y and committee s ess ions in or der  to diges t incoming – legis lative -  w or kload.
Consequently, parliamentar y ef f iciency became one of the f avour ite jingles of the EP. Kr eppel’s 
analys is  on the evolution of  the EP ’ s rules  of  procedur e underlines rightly that the „most
f requently cited r eas on f or a adopting a change and often contr overs ial changes w er e propos ed
in the name of greater ef f iciency” ( Kr eppel 2002, 104). Accor dingly, giving pr ior ity to a s et of 
duties  and resulting functions  defines  the set of duties  to be tr eated as  s econdary is sues  and
moves  other  par liamentary functions  on the political backbur ner .

3. The future offers at hand

As the Luxembourg, Maastricht, Amsterdam and Nice versions of the EU treaties, the LT
alters the institutional balance between the Union’s main actors. The Treaty will have a major
impact on the EP by increasing its formal powers in different ways. The extension of the areas
where the co-decision and the assent procedure apply, the full recognition of Parliament
within the fields of home and judicial affairs, international trade, and international
agreements, the parliamentarisation of the budgetary procedures, and the changes made to the
procedure for the election of the President of the Commission and the nomination of the other
Commissioners including the HRU-FASP.

Table 1: Enumerative procedural empowerments: European Parliament and Council
decision making powers in the LT, 13. Dezember 2007 (OJEU, No. C 306, 17 Dezember
2007)

Decision Making Modes
in the Council

Participatory Rights of
the EP

Unanimity QMV SMV Specific
Majorities >

QMV

Rights of EU
President

Sum

% % % % % %
Autonomous Rights 1 0,33 3 0,99 0 0,00 0 0,00 0 0,00 4 1,32
Co-decision 0 0,00 85 28,29 0 0,00 0 0,00 0 0,00 86 28,29
Assent 15 4,93 7 2,30 1 0,33 2 0,66 0 0,00 25 7,89
Consultation 28 9,21 23 7,57 4 1,32 0 0,00 0 0,00 55 16,78
Ex-Post-Information 7 2,30 10 3,29 0 0,00 0 0,00 5 1,64 22 7,24
No Participation 41 13,49 52 17,11 6 1,97 11 3,62 2 0,66 112 34,87
Sum 92 30,26 181 59,54 11 3,62 13 4,28 7 2,30 304

O wn c a lc ula tion on the ba sis of  the  LT , L egend: QMV : Qua lifie d Ma jor ity V oting, SMV : Simple  Majority Voting

The LT’s reforms are constitutional follow-ups and adjustments to other treaties, and not a
totally new conceptualisation of the Union’s para-constitutional basis. Therefore, and in order
to accelerate ideas about how the Parliament may develop in the next years, we should go one
step below primary law and look into the exploitation of what has already been achieved. The
LT reveals a tendency towards a multi-level polity where competencies are not only shared
between the Members of the Council but also between the Council and the EP. In this view,
Parliament’s access to the decision-making system of the EC is the result of a slow but
unrelenting process of Treaty reforms. Hence, the relative proportion of Parliament’s
exclusion from the European policy-making process has diminished considerably. However,
if we focus on the absolute rates of the treaty-based decision-making procedures, we have to
recognise that the growth in consultation and co-decision procedures has been offset by an
incessant increase in Parliament’s ‘non-participation’.



Graph 1: Decision Making powers of the EP and the Council (absolute numbers)
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Graph 2: Decision Making powers of the EP and the Council (relative, in per cent)
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The Treaty reforms introduced and subsequently widened the scope of application of the co-
decision procedure both with respect to those policy areas which it had just introduced into
the EC sphere and with respect to policy areas already covered by the co-operation procedure.
The IGC’s from Luxembourg (1986) to Lisbon (2007) also confirmed a constant extension of
consultation procedures for new policy areas such as in the field of home and judicial affairs,
social and employment policy. The Lisbon Treaty results in a reduction of consultation and a
switch from consultation to codecision. As a result, many core issues of European integration
will be added to decision-making procedures providing the European Parliament with
considerable powers vis-à-vis the Council of Ministers and the European Commission.
However, the European Parliament continues to be excluded from dynamic and „costly”



Sequential improvements for the European Parliament were also made with regard to its
elective function. The Maastricht Treaty granted the European Parliament with the right to be
consulted on the Member State’s choice of the President of the European Commission, to
approve the European Commission, to be consulted on the appointment of the President,
Vice-presidents and the members of the Board of the European Central Bank.

The LT develops these provisions further. The President of the Commission will be elected by
the European Parliament on a proposal from the European Council, acting by a qualified
majority. The whole Commission, the President, the HRU-FASP (appointed by means of a
special procedure), and the Commissioners, will be nominated by the Council in agreement
with the President-designate, and then require a vote of approval as a collegiate body by the
European Parliament.1 The enhanced role of the President of the Commission within the
internal organisation of the Commission (including his/her right to demand the resignation of
a Commissioner), gives Parliament another possibility to bind the Commission via the
instrument of a so-called Framework Agreement (See below).

Serious deficits in the parliamentary dimension of the EU’s ‘legal constitution’ are as obvious
as the achievements. Some of the consultation procedures give Parliament only a very limited
power insofar as the Council may lay down a time-limit for the EP’s reaction. This in fact
deprives the consultation procedure of its main impact for Parliament, namely to influence the
Council’s position by postponing its opinion. Moreover, the EP remains excluded from the
so-called „open method of coordination” in the fields of economic, employment and social
policy. As far as the CFSP/CSDP area is concerned, the European Parliament’s role remains
to be restricted, and Parliament’s participation in shaping the substance of CFSP rests entirely
at the discretion of the Member States’ governments.

4. The Treaty's implications for the EP's practice

Both the co-oper ation and the co- decis ion procedur e had a consider able impact on the EP’ s
involvement in the pr oduction of binding EC legislation (Crombez 1997, Cr ombez 2000). Since
1996 nearly one quar ter  of  EC legis lation cons ider ed by the EP was  adopted under  the co- 
decis ion pr ocedure. The last f our  vers ions of  the EU Tr eaties  s tr engthened the position and
legis lative r ole of P ar liament regar ding the inter nal market, including the ar eas  of envir onment,
consumer  pr otection, tr ans port, and research and education policy. M or eover , taking into
account the total of  legis lation pas sed s ince 1986/87 by adding together the per centages  of  both
co- operation and co- decis ion, their  scope of application w ithin P arliament had been
s ignif icantly extended.

The increased referral to the co-decision procedure has extensive effects on the functioning
and the internal management of the EP (Shackleton 2000, Maurer 2002). Given the time-
constraints imposed on the Parliament by the procedure and the concentration of its scope of
application, Parliament had to adapt itself in several ways.

                                                
1 The 2004 IGC did not accept the Convention's proposal that the government of each Member State should submit a list

of three names from which the President would choose the Commissioner proposed by the Member State. Also,  the
2004 IGC did not accept the Commission's proposal that the investiture of the Commission should conclude with the



Similarly to what we can observe with regard to the scope of the procedure, co-decision  lead
to a structural concentration of workload in three permanent committees. Hence, the bulk of
procedures during the 1994-1999 period touched the Committee on the Environment, Public
Health and Consumer Protection, the Committee on Economics and the Committee on Legal
Affairs. During the 1999-2004 period, the Committee on Regional Policy and Transport and
the Committee on Trade, Industry, Energy and Research Policy entered into the Club of the
busiest legislative Committees. These five committees shared nearly 80,1 % of all procedures
concluded until July 2004.

The Committees on Agriculture, on Fisheries and on Civil Liberties were activities by a
relatively high amount of legislative consultation procedures. The Committee on Foreign
Affairs digested the highest amount of Assent procedures, and the two budgetary committees
focused on both consultation and budgetary procedures. Only the Committees on
Employment and Social Affairs, on Constitutional Affairs, and on Women’s Rights and Equal
Opportunities dealt merely with EU legislation.

As regards the outlook towards the 2009-2013 legislature, it is impossible at this stage to
determine the detailed consequences for the workload of individual parliamentary
committees, as this will very much depend of the nature and numbers of proposals presented
by the Commission in the next years. The political priorities of the Commission from 2009
onwards can only partially be predicted at the current stage (e.g. climate change and energy
policies, area of Freedom, Security and Justice).

Some general conclusions on which committees will profit most from the new developments
are however already possible at this stage. Under the assumption that the Lisbon Treaty would
already have been in force since 1999, the amount of legislative proposals falling under the
codecision procedure would be the following2:

- approximately 170 legislative proposals for the LIBE committee;
- approximately 350 legislative proposals linked to CAP policies (AGRI and FISH

committees)3;
- approximately 50 proposals for the INTA committee;

This will have implications for the future work of parliamentary committees:

1. Some parliamentary committees (mostly LIBE, INTA, AGRI and PECH) will be faced
with new challenges, due to the fact that they will have to deal with many files falling
under codecision;

2. Other committees (ECON and ITRE) will gain increased competences under
codecision.

3. Whereas LIBE had the possibility of gaining first experience with negotiations on
codecision, INTA, AGRI and PECH will be faced with new partners in Council,
which are neither familiar with Parliament nor with the codecision procedure.

It is clear that Parliament's working methods will need to be adapted to cope with the so far
largest extension of the codecision procedure and to allow for a better coordination on
horizontal questions linked to codecision. To start with, the increase of powers of Parliament
should go hand in hand with a renewed focus on its legislative activity. The recent decisions

                                                
2 Calculation for the period 1999-2007 (per months) on the basis of the Commission proposals submitted during that

period.



by the Conference of Presidents to reorganise plenary debates, to refocus Plenary "Prime
Time" on major legislation, are therefore a welcomed step.

The likely developments are also a challenge for the two Committee DG's of the EP, DG
IPOL and EXPO, as an extension of the codecision procedure under the new Lisbon Treaty
will mean a higher workload for Parliament, and especially for parliamentary committees, and
might have implications for the future prioritisation of resources.

Some changes and improvements to the General Secretariat's current working methods might
be needed in the light of these developments:

a) Implementation and revision of existing texts on codecision and conciliation

- Revision of Parliament's internal guidelines with a focus on agreements at an earlier
stage (e.g. formalised decision on whether or not to engage in negotiations; choice of
negotiation team and definition of mandate; feed-back to the committee...);

- EP internal guidelines could be transformed into a set of more binding rules;

b) Increased support for Members on codecision4

- Improve support of rapporteurs: Project teams might be set up for each codecision file
with representatives of Committee secretariat, the Codecision/Conciliation Unit and
the Legal Service.

- Improve training for MEPs, their assistants and political groups involved in codecision
and conciliation: "Experienced" MEP's should hold seminars for new MEPs.
Moreover, Parliament might introduce a system of "parrainage" where experienced
MEPs consult new MEPs during their first codecision files;

c) Make Parliament's legislative work more visible for the public

- Improve visibility of EP codecision work, also in case of early agreements (including
joint press conferences with other institutions);

- Increase the visibility of conciliation committee (opening of meetings with agreement
of Council; more attractive timing of meetings with regard to the media "Prime
Time");

- Continue with public signature of important codecision texts by President of
Parliament and President of Council ("LEX signature").

Moreover, a number of interim measures might also be taken to allow for a smooth transition
with the Nice Treaty provisions. There might also be the possibility, as already indicated by
Commissioner Frattini, to have an agreement at political level to apply part of the new rules
informally before the entry into force of the new Treaty.

Further measures will be needed to implement the new Treaty provisions, such as the setting
up of a monitoring structure within Parliament on positions of National Parliaments which
will lead to possible adaptations to our Rules of Procedures.

Obviously, the extension of co-decision will reinforce the ongoing dynamics of organisational
concentration and functional differentiation-specialisation within the EP (Bowler/Farrell
1995, Farrell/Héritier 2003). The rearrangement of Parliament’s Committee structure of April



1999 boosted these features to some extent. Both the new Committee on Legal affairs and the
Internal Market (JURI) and the Committee on Industry, External Trade, Research and Energy
(ITRE) took over the tasks related to co-decision of the former three Committees: Economic
and Monetary Affairs and Industrial Policy; Research, Technological Development and
Energy; Legal Affairs and Citizen Rights. Therefore, concentration remained within the
family of former ‘legislative’ Committees. More challenging the new Committee on Regional
Policy, Transport and Tourism (RETT) fused two Committee structures, which heretofore
fulfilled fairly different tasks: Whereas the bygone Committee on Regional policy
concentrated on a consultative role in distributive policy making, the former Transport and
Tourism Committee acted under consultation, co-operation and co-decision and was involved
in both the generation of some kind of ‘European public goods’ (Trans-European Networks)
and regulatory policy making. Therefore, the fused Committee on Regional Policy, Transport
and Tourism developed a structure providing rather new cross-sectional views of Parliament.
Since the Council retained its sectional structure for regional and structural policy on the one
hand and transport policy on the other until 1999, the Members of the Parliament’s cross-
cutting Committee provided a more comprehensive perspective into the fragmented „policies-
actors” structure of the Council, COREPER and the related working group network.

The Lisbon Treaty's new situation needs to be considered in the political discussions on the
future Committee structure and the possible review of Annex VI of our Rules of Procedures
on powers and responsibilities of standing committees after the next elections. Given the new
burden to the existing Committees, Parliament might reflect on the composition and
competences of the LIBE Committee, the INTA Committee and the AGRI Committee. As
regards the LIBE Committee, Members should discuss to split it into an Internal Affairs
Committee and into a Justice and Rights Committee. The advantage would be visible on the
workload for each MEP. However, the split of LIBE into two Committees would also mean
the establishment of two Committees that are likely to oppose their views with regard to the
balance between measures related to "Security" and those related to "Freedom". As regards
INTA, the Lisbon Treaty will induce a debate about the balance between own initiative
reports on the one hand and legislation on the other. Actually, the majority of INTA MEP's
pays a lot of its attention to initiatives, while codecision files do not attract too much of their
resources.

5. Relations between Parliament and Council

Codecision fundamentally changed the EP-Council relations and, as a result, the position of
the EP's Committees within the parliamentary system. The effects of successive enlargements
on the decision-making process in Council also contributed to position Parliament as the
prime forum to forge the compromises needed to adopt the EU-27 legislation. The full
legislative and budgetary parity established by the Lisbon Treaty together with the
postponement of the qualified majority reform in the Council until 2014-2017 reinforces the
decisive role of Parliament in the EU decision-making process.

The cooperation between parliamentary committees and Council's Presidencies has greatly
intensified, notably since the Amsterdam Treaty introduced the first reading agreement which
required a need to build bridges at an early stage. In that context, Council's Presidency
became a key interlocutor to gain influence on the Union political agenda and its priority
dossiers, to negotiate political compromises and make up for problems of transparency and
openness of Council works.



The six-month Council Presidency system is a factor of institutional and political coherence,
albeit for a limited period of time. The need to show Presidency achievements creates a
certain dynamic and plays a political incentive for the Member State in office to listen to
Parliament's views. On the other hand, it can also exert pressure on Parliament for early
agreements.

Nowadays, contacts between parliamentary committees and Presidencies begin well ahead of
the start of term (invitation of committee delegations to come and meet relevant ministers and
MPs, preparatory meeting at political and administrative level) and intensify throughout the
semester in a formal and informal way (ministerial meetings, trialogues, Council Working
Groups...)

However, cooperation remains ad hoc and unsatisfactory with respect to two inter-twinned
issues:

1) the active participation of Council in EP committees and
2) systematic EP access to Council's meetings and its preparatory bodies.

Moreover cooperative relations and practices can vary greatly from one Presidency to another
and, under the same Presidency, from one committee or working group to another. A concise
vademecum compiling all the cooperation practises from the most established to the most
innovative was circulated among Committee Chairs to help committees benchmarking the
quality of their cooperation with successive presidencies.

These cooperative practises need to be systematised as part of a wider agreement with
Council to be applied across the board and not depend on the good will of a given Presidency.

5.1. The need for EP-Council practical arrangements: issues at stake

The Treaty of Lisbon opens a new chapter in the EP-Council political relations and its full
implementation will require arrangements to facilitate an efficient and open cooperation
between the two institutions. There is no framework agreement between Parliament and
Council on the relations between both institutions, such as the one existing between
Parliament and Commission. However, Council's commitments in several horizontal
interinstitutional agreements5 could provide a basis to push forward and institutionalise some
aspects of EP-Council cooperation (common programming, participation of Council to EP
meetings, exchange of documents, etc.).

Under the Lisbon Treaty provisions, Parliament will play a greater role in the process leading
to the Election of the President of the Commission, the appointment of the High
Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy.

The double-hatted position of the HRU-FASP also implies that similar contacts have to be
made with the European Parliament in the course of the preparatory work preceding the HRU-

                                                
5 IIA of 16 December 2003 on "Better lawmaking", IIA of 28 November 2001 on a more structured use of the

recasting technique for legal acts, IIA of 22 December 1998 on common guidelines for the quality of drafting of
Community legislation, IIA of 20 December 1994 - Accelerated working method for official codification of
legislation, Joint declaration on practical arrangements for the new codecision procedure (Article 251 of the EC)
approved by the EP on 22 May 2007, IIA of 17 May 2006 on budgetary discipline and sound financial management,
IIA of 20 November 2002 between Parliament and Council concerning access by Parliament to sensitive information



FASP appointment. Declaration n°12 of the LT provides explicitly for the HRU-FASP to be
appointed for the period between the entry into force of the Treaty and the end of the current
Commission. These provisions could also serve as a basis for future consultations.

In practice, the new Treaty brings dramatic strengthening in Parliament's influence and role
regarding the High Representative since, as a Vice President of the Commission, the High
Representative will have been subject to Parliament's vote of consent on the appointment of
the entire Commission and could therefore also be dismissed via the censure procedure for the
Commission.

Parliament might therefore ask to be fully consulted on the nomination by the European
Council, with the consent of the President of the Commission, of the first High Representative
to take office on the presumed entry into force of the Treaty on 1 January 2009, as well as on
any other interim appointment. In any event, candidates for the post of High Representative
should present their programmes before the Committee on Foreign Affairs.

5.2. Strategic Programming

Because of its power of initiative, the Commission is central to two distinct programming
exercises with the Council on the one hand and with Parliament on the other hand. But the co-
legislators never engaged into a meaningful dialogue on their political priorities and the
programming of their respective activities. The need for a more coordinated approach by
Parliament and Council was sometimes felt (for instance as regards the Better Regulation
programme: selection of priority areas for simplification, priority dossiers in the rolling
programme) but rarely materialised.

When it comes to setting political priorities, Parliament and parliamentary committees
privileged Council's interlocutor is the Presidency. However, over the years, the room for
manoeuvre of an individual Presidency tended to diminish due to several factors which will
be reinforced by the Treaty of Lisbon and offer new opportunities.

5.3. The role of the European Council and its future President

The European Council has a decisive influence on the Union political agenda through the
setting of priorities and timetables politically compelling for the Commission or the
Presidencies. The "institutionalisation" of the European Council should only confirm this
trend.  The long-term Brussels-based President of the European Council is likely to be an
asset for Parliament and enable it to play a greater part in the setting of the European political
priorities. The President of the European Council is due to report to Parliament after each of
the meetings of the European Council and may be more open to EP's views, particularly as
regards inter-institutional relations.

Building on the privileged contacts which will certainly derive from his/her reporting tasks,
Parliament will certainly seek to develop regular contacts with the EC President, in particular
ahead of European Council, under the appropriate format:
§ "Presidents dialogues/trialogues",
§ meetings of the EC President with Conference of Presidents,
§ invitations to the EC President to appear in plenary not only to report back after EC

Council (Art197).



5.4. The Council's programming exercise
Since the Council's internal Seville reforms, programming efforts have been undertaken by
the Council to overcome the disadvantages of the rotating system. The multi-annual strategic
programme referred to in the BLM agreement disappeared in 2006. Council never respected
the spirit of its commitment to inform Parliament in good time of its programming activities -
now taking the form of an 18-month programme - although the "appropriate consultations"
provided for in its own Rules would be a basis for Parliament involvement.

Be it on the current 18-month Council work programme or the future common programme of
the Trio Presidency, Parliament might seek:
§ to be associated to the preparation of Council's programming : consultations could be

done at committee level through appropriate contacts with Trio Presidency
representatives (PermRep or their deputy, WP Chairs);

§ to take the necessary steps to take position on this programme through the presentation
and discussion in committees/plenary and possibly the vote of a resolution.

As with the long-term EC President or a refocused General Affairs Council, the Presidency
Trio with a common programme can help to enhance coordination in the institution's
programming.

5.5. Operational Programming and Legislative Coordination

The new presidency system is a real challenge for Council in terms of coordination. The
multi-headed presidency runs the risk of fragmentation and lack of cross-sector consistency.
The coexistence of stable presidencies with different institutional allegiance and rotating
presidencies of legislative and budgetary configurations undermines the "national
coordination factor" inherent to the current fully rotating presidencies.

In this context, the Council cannot avoid rethinking fundamentally its functioning and its
working methods. The role of the General Affairs Council will be central in ensuring
consistency of action. Council's Rules will undergo a major reform in line with the changes to
be introduced by the Treaty of Lisbon.

This will have an impact on the BLM agreement which should be reviewed consequently.
Therefore, an assessment of the way Council has honoured its commitments under the BLM
inter-institutional agreement, as well as the impact of its new recent rules on the programming
of its activities would help to pave the way for future arrangements.

To follow-up on "Presidents trialogues" in charge of strategic programming, a high level
inter-institutional steering-group bringing together an EP Vice-President and/or the Chair of
the Conference of Committee Chairs, the chair of the General affairs Council, and a
Commission Vice-President could hold regular meetings to deal with operational planning, to
exchange information on developments of priority dossiers and also to review outstanding
issues relating to interinstitutional coordination. The support and follow-up of these periodic
meetings (every two or three months ?) would be done at the current monthly meeting of the
GCI which brings together officials from the Council's Presidency and SG, the Commission
and Parliament and deals with day to day programming.

5.6. Council participation in EP committees and EP participation in the Council



The active participation of Presidency or Council representatives in committee meetings has
been a long standing request from Parliament. This was prompted by the lack of transparency
of Council's works and committees' need to be informed of the developments within Council
and, in legislative file, the whereabouts of a common position and of the different steps
leading to its adoption (general approaches, political agreement). Despite Council's
commitment to participate in the work of committees, reiterated in several instruments, the
actual participation of Council's representatives depends very much on the attitude of the
country holding the six-month Presidency. There is thus a need to develop more systematic
relations including:

- ministerial visits to formal committees: when committees so request, a minimum rule
of two to three per semester could be formalised ideally at the outset of a Presidency
and at mid-term to impact on ongoing dossiers (not necessarily the case for
committees covering several ministerial portfolios); this should not prejudice the
practise of monthly meetings which has proved very fruitful and should therefore be
maintained where appropriate,

- additional meeting opportunities at ministerial level under other format (enlarged
bureau),

- formalisation of the current two ministerial visits to the Conference of Committee
Chairs per semester (prior to the start on political priorities for the semester, and at
mid-term to review dossiers where an agreement is still possible),

- systematic presence in committee of Presidency representatives (Perm Rep, Chairs of
working parties) or Council's SG officials habilitated to give information on the
dossier included on the agenda. In that context, Parliament's proposal that Council
should designate a rapporteur which would follow a legislative proposal throughout
the decision-making process would facilitate the exchange of information at
committee level.

Through these varied contacts, parliamentary committees should be in a position to obtain
relevant briefings ahead and after Council's sessions.

Another challenge for Parliament has been to gain access to Council as a whole, not only to
make up for the lack of transparency of its proceedings, but also to make sure that Council
members are well informed of Parliament's views by cutting the "middlemen" (Commission
or Presidency) to avoid misunderstandings.

The practise to invite Committee Chairs (exceptionally rapporteurs) to attend informal
Council meetings has developed but it is still far from systematic. Some committees are never
invited. Some arrangements should therefore be considered to allow for:

- Committee Chairs (and, where appropriate, rapporteur) to attend systematically
informal Council meetings (including the informal meetings of the Foreign Affairs
Council) and to take part in the discussions,

- Committee Chairs to be invited to formal sessions of the Council with the possibility
to make a statement at the beginning of the meeting,

- Committee members or officials to have access to Coreper and working parties
meetings on the same reciprocal basis as officials from the Presidency, the Council's
SG or the national permanent representations who have full access to committee
meetings and their deliberations.

5.7. EP-Council relations in budgetary affairs



With the Lisbon Treaty, the Union's financial provisions undergo a major reform, the first
since the Treaty of 1975. This undoubtedly calls for renewed interinstitutional arrangements
to reflect the new balance of powers between the institutions - and particularly the two
branches of the budget authority - and their shared responsibility to ensure budgetary
discipline. The budgetary procedure is simplified with the suppression of the second reading
for both Parliament and Council and the setting up of a conciliation committee. The new
budgetary becomes a special co-decision but with an obligation of results.

The major modifications to the budgetary procedure are the following:
• Suppression of classification between compulsory and non-compulsory expenditures

(CE/NCE): The direct consequence is that EP will gain consequences over former CE
(agriculture mainly), and Council will gain competences over former NCE. In case
Parliament does not agree in the conciliation committee or reject its conclusions, the
Commission will present a new Draft Budget. In case Council rejects the results of the
conciliation, Parliament has nevertheless the final say on the whole budget, although it
must be voted upon by a "super-qualified majority".

• Suppression of Council and EP second reading. This means that the single reading of each
institution becomes the starting point of the negotiations in the conciliation committee.

• Creation of a conciliation committee with imperative deadlines. The conciliation
committee composed of representatives of the Council and of the EP should find an
arrangement on each single budget line and seek a common position on the overall budget.
The common position is put to the vote of the plenary (simple majority).

The new budgetary procedure will have implications on Parliament's internal organisation.
Other consequences like the interinstitutional (pragmatic) calendar, the composition of the
conciliation committee, the necessary adjustments to the Financial Regulation and the
Interinstitutional Agreement on budgetary discipline and sound financial management, also
need to be considered.

The Lisbon Treaty lays emphasis on inter-institutional cooperation. It formalises regular
"Presidents trialogues" (Art 279) to promote consultation and reconciliation of positions in
order to facilitate the implementation of the Union's financial provisions. Inter-institutional
cooperation is also explicitly referred to for the adoption of the multi-annual Financial
Framework (Art 270a5).

The EP Committee on Budgets has already requested authorisation to draw up a specific
initiative report on the financial aspects of the Reform Treaty and the adjustments they will
imply both within Parliament and at interinstitutional level. This reflexion is all the more
important against the background of the reform of the European budget launched this autumn
to pave the way for the Financial Framework to be implemented after 2013.

5.8. EP-Council relations in the field of the EU's external relations

The Treaty of Lisbon constitutes a significant step forward for the external action of the
Union and its international relations, raises the Union's visibility and profile and enhances its
capacity to act effectively on the world stage. Indeed, the new Treaty's impact on the scope of
the Union's external action is remarkable. It clarifies the Union's competences, and defines
and extends its values and objectives regarding the Union's external action (Article 2(5) of the
EU Treaty). The common commercial policy (CCP) becomes an exclusive competence of the
Union, with Parliament's full involvement in decision–making through the application of the



Parliament's consent is now mandatory for all agreements in this field and the application of
the assent procedure prior to the ratification of trade agreements is required. Substantive
improvements in the field of CFSP and in the field of defence have been identified and, to a
lesser extent, the Union's development policy will also be significantly affected. The new
Treaty contains a new legal basis and instruments affecting the Union's external action,
including an explicit legal basis for the Neighbourhood Policy, the establishment of a single
legal personality for the Union as a whole, urgent financial support for third countries,
humanitarian aid, sanctions against non-state entities, space policy, security of energy supply,
combating climate change, prevention of international terrorism and the protection of personal
data. Moreover all areas of the EU Treaty including CFSP will be covered by enhanced
cooperation (including participation by at least nine Member States).

Parliament's prerogatives will significantly increase in the external action field as will
Parliament's own responsibility to monitor the consistent approach by the Council and the
Commission. Therefore, Parliament might discuss the creation of an "ad hoc" hearing
procedure be established for the nomination of the HRU-FASP with the Committees AFET,
DEVE and INTA. In addition these Committees are likely to regularly invite the HRU-FASP
to exchanges of views, a revision of the relevant Interinstitutional Agreements (including the
Framework Agreement with the Commission) in order ensure that the HRU-FASP and
Parliament keep each other fully informed and consulted. Under the revised binding IIA's
could become normal practice:

- regular joint meetings between the group of External Relations Commissioners
(chaired by the Vice President/High Representative) with delegations from relevant
Parliament Committees,

- regular joint meetings between the Council's working groups, COREPER, PSC, the
European Commission with Parliament's rapporteurs and delegations,

- the submission of joint proposals from the High Representative and the Commission
relating to CFSP and external action issues,

- the sharing of information, reports and analyses compiled by the services, delegations,
special representatives, embassies, etc of the Union and its institutions and of the
Member States,

- regular working meetings and exchanges between the Directorates for External
Actions of  the three Institutions, including the rotation and exchanges of staff.

Although the Treaty of Lisbon introduces a modest element of qualified majority voting
(QMV) to Council decision making in CFSP6, the maintenance of unanimity plus constructive
abstention instead of QMV as the general rule will continue to characterise the
decision–making for CFSP in the coming years. In this area, the adoption of legislative acts is
excluded (Article 15b) and the Union will conduct its policy by defining general guidelines
and adopting decisions (defining actions to be undertaken, positions to be taken by the Union
and arrangements for their implementation) (Article 12). However, relations between the
Council and Parliament regarding the CFSP decision–making process need re-examination in
line with the reinforcement of Parliament's consultative powers, mainly in the field of CSDP,
new CFSP budgetary mechanisms and in view of the HRU-FASP's obligation to consult
Parliament on the main aspects and basic choices in CFSP and CSDP, inform Parliament of

                                                
6 For CFSP, QMV will apply to decisions which implement foreign and security  strategic decisions  determined by

consensus in the European Council, the definition of actions or positions proposed by the High Representative, the
appointment of the High Representative and other EU Special Representatives, the practical imposing of sanctions
agreed in principle by unanimity, and actions giving effect to mutual solidarity in response to terrorist attacks or other
disasters. However, any government seeking to protect a vital national interest can ask the Council of Ministers, acting



how those policies evolve and ensure that Parliament's views are duly taken into
consideration. In this regard, it should be noted that in the newly amended Treaties the term
"consultation" has the same usual meaning set out in existing EU law, which means the
obligation for the HRU-FASP to consult Parliament on the main aspects and choices for
CFSP/CSDP for the relevant year and to desist from its current practice of merely submitting
a posteriori a descriptive list of the activities carried out in the previous year.

Council–Parliament relations also need reconsideration to take account of the major reform of
the newly-named Common Security and Defence Policy (extension of the "Petersburg Tasks",
the permanent structured cooperation in defence, introduction of mutual assistance obligation
(Article 28A.7), the solidarity clause and so on), and of Parliament's new scrutiny powers
following the transfer of the remaining WEU competences to the Union (Article 28A.7). As a
result, Parliament's consultative role foreseen by Article 21 of the EU Treaty is clearly
extended and strengthened both in substance and frequency as the new wording increases the
intensity of consultation with Parliament on CFSP/CSDP issues. The HRU-FASP will be
obliged to regularly consult Parliament and to engage twice a year debates on progress in
implementing the CFSP and the CSDP.

5.9. Establishment and functioning of the European External Action Service

The Treaty of Lisbon foresees the establishment, with the consent of the Commission and
after consulting Parliament, of a European External Action Service (EEAS) in order to assist
the High Representative, which will be drawn from the Commission, the Council secretariat
and national diplomatic services. In its functioning the EEAS will overcome the existing
community and intergovernmental pillars and, if properly managed, should greatly contribute
to a more consistent Union's external action. Clearly, the Parliament has the right to be
consulted on the establishment of the EEAS in accordance with Article 13a(3) of the Treaty of
the EU and should be fully associated with the preparatory work in this regard.

Parliament's prerogatives in this new field of activity could be strengthened by:
- the EEAS being in one way or another organically linked to the Commission (as an

EU Agency or an EU Common Service, etc.), and being financed from the EU budget,
- the monitoring of its functioning through regular exchanges with the High

Representative/Vice President of the Commission and his deputies, special or personal
representatives,

- regular appearances before the relevant parliamentary Committees of the Union's
Ambassadors, at the beginning of their mandate as well as when requested,

- associating officials from the relevant departments of the General Secretariat of the
European Parliament  with  the EEAS.

The Treaty of Lisbon has not solved the question of the establishment of a unique
representation of the Union in its external action (including CFSP) so that Europe can speak
with one voice. On the other hand, the new Treaty brings to an end the rotating Presidency in
foreign relations, with new roles for the President of the European Council and the
double–hatted High Representative, who will in turn designate deputies and/or special
representatives. However, the rotating Presidency will most likely keep charge of the General
Affairs Council, COREPER and other Council formations with a specific external policy
dimension. In addition, the President of the Commission will also have a certain role to play.
That makes the closest possible collaboration between the President of the European Council,
the President of the Commission, the HRU-FASP and the rotating Presidency crucial in order



to ensure that their different functions neither undermine the coherence and efficiency of the
CFSP nor result in any void in Parliament's scrutiny.

In order to safeguard Parliament's Treaty-based rights and competences, irrespective of the
internal task division, it is crucial that the High Representative (chairing the Foreign Affairs
Council) and the new permanent President of the European Council (chairing the European
Council) are both made directly accountable to Parliament (in Plenary and/or in Committee)
on their respective tasks of representing the Union's CFSP. Similarly, Parliament's monitoring
of the remaining activities of the Foreign Affairs Minister, Ministers chairing other Council's
formations as well as the Head of Government/State of the country holding the rotating
Presidency will also be crucial and should be performed both by the Plenary and by the
relevant Committees (to which Ministers chairing Council's formations should report back
monthly on the results of their meetings as a general practice)

6. Implications for the EP's profile

The Lisbon Treaty will have a considerable impact on the „functional professionalisation” and
policy field linked ”specialisation” of MEP’s. The nature of EU legislation under codecision
condemns Members to become experts in highly technical and complex issues, while the
rights gained under the assent procedure and the new scrutiny rights in CFSP and CSDP will
increase the demand for highly specialised MEP's that are able to battle with the Council, the
HRU-FASP or the Commission, and at the time to communicate the EP's added value to these
policy areas. Expertise is not a new feature for MEP’s. However, unlike other procedures, co-
decision provides much more room for manoeuvre, where Parliament and Council are obliged
to settle technical issues of an immediate relevance for the EU’s citizenry, face to face, and on
an equal footing. If Parliament amends the Council’s common position and the latter is not
willing to accept the amended version, Parliament has the power to bargain with the Council
on a joint compromise text. However, procedures and inter-institutional rules are not what the
electorate is primarily interested in. Citizens do not vote on the ground of highly aggregated
institutional settings, nor do they vote for an institution as a unitary body among other at the
disposal. Instead electing the EP means selecting those which reflect the citizenry wishes,
interests, worries and concerns. Elections are about people, parties and cleavages (Hix 2001).
Neither are the media interested in providing an account of how substance is being achieved.
Public(hed) Opinion too is oriented to daily or weekly news on who has ruled out whom, who
is paying for what, who has achieved substance. In this context, MEP’s are in an
uncomfortable situation. The bulk of achievements is reached with overwhelming majorities,
leaving apart the fact that Parliament is composed by political groups. Thus, the usual
confrontation between ‘left’ and ‘right’ does not appear in the public realm. The net which
frames deliberation and decision-making processes in the Union is highly complex. Since the
lines of confrontation are inter-institutional instead of partisanship, they tend to de-politicise
conflicts and substance.

7. More legislation equals less individualised MEP work

Own initiative and urgency resolutions are an indicator for measuring the interest of MEP’s in
using different non-legislative scrutiny instruments offered to the EP. Initiative reports and
resolutions reflect awareness and interest of individual MEP’s in making an issue public to
the outside world – towards the Union’s citizenry but also towards the Council and the



Commission. Given the historical lacks of parliamentary powers in relation to participation in
binding EC legislation, MEP’s and political groups referred to the opportunity of own
initiatives or urgency resolutions to give evidence of their general interests, their attention
paid to a given issue or of their willingness to shape the policy agenda. For political groups,
initiative resolutions are one of the core instruments which allow them to present their
original point of view on a given issue. Even if own initiatives do not result in the adoption of
new regulatory or distributive legislation, they allow MEP’s and political groups to make
prove of their collective – denationalised – interest in EU politics. Hence, in contrast to co-
decision, where action against the Council (amendments to or rejection of its common
position) requires the approval of an absolute majority, own initiative resolutions pass with
the simple majority of votes cast. Accordingly, whereas co-decision condemns the two major
political groups – the Party of European Socialists and the European Peoples Party – to reach
agreement on parliamentary amendments which in consequence move the left-right cleavage
apart from the agenda, own initiatives and similar resolutions provide each political group the
opportunity to present their original socio-economic argument before the public. A major
consequence of the shift towards EP legislative power and its effective execution is a strong
decrease in the number of non-legislative resolutions, own initiative reports (inviting the
Commission to forward legislative initiatives) and resolutions after statements or urgencies.
The number of these activities fell sharply from 2,41 per MEP in 1979 to 0,15 per MEP in
2003!

Graph 3: Initiative Reports and Urgency Resolutions 1979-2007

Author’s own calculation on the basis of the Annual reports of the European Commission.

Graph 3 shows the evolution of parliamentary initiative and urgency resolutions between
1979 and 2007. What becomes observable is that the evolution of the total number of
initiatives and urgencies correlate with the constitutional setting and development of the
Community/Union over time. In this regard, the growth from 1984 to 1986 reflects
Parliament’s activity in relation to European Political Co-operation and – more important – to
its attempts for moving the then EEC into a European Union. The introduction of the co-
operation and the assent procedure (Single European Act) then resulted in a continuous
decrease of own initiatives. Only the debates on the Maastricht Treaty reversed this trend.
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continuously and dramatically. Moreover, if we take into account the growth of Parliament
due to the enlargement of the Union towards Spain, Portugal in 1985 and Finland, Sweden
and Austria in 1995, we observe a significant decrease in resolutions per MEP from 1984 to
1985 and from 1994 to 1995 respectively. In other terms: The growth in number of MEP’s did
not result in an increase of non-legislative activity of Parliament.

8. The European Parliament’s Communication Deficit in
Perspective

The exploitation of the EP’s policy-making function induces a specialisation of MEP’s and a
segmentation of the EP into legislative and non-legislative Committees. MEP’s active in
policy-making become expert specialists in complicated matters. They present expertise and
counterexpert's assessments to the Council’s and the Commission’s actors and argue about
their political relevance and penetration into binding legislation.

Overall, the institutional ‘infinalité’ of the EU treaties helps the EP to strengthen its potential
of influence because it does not have to integrate itself into the stiff corset of a representative's
chamber whose majority is obliged to the loyalty to the Commission or the Council.
Differently: Just the absence of an institutional hierarchy otherwise usual in the EU member
states between government and parliament permit the EP to adapt its potential as a co-
legislating and power-limiting institution.

The increase of formal legislative powers of the EP induces a considerable shift of emphasis
from the control function to the policy-making function, because policy-making claims more
and more time and personnel resources. The parliamentary calendar downgrades the more
original functions of the EP in the area of its control-function through questions, own
initiative and urgency resolutions. Consequently, the possibilities of MEP’s for mediating
citizens’ or constituency concerns will be significantly reduced. This development should be
considered as but one important reason for the low attraction of the EP with the EU’s citizens.
The policy-making function is not evolving as an incentive for the EU citizens to vote for the
EP, because the possibility of party political aggregation of voter's interests within the EP
remains complicated just in those phases of the EU’s decision-making processes in which the
EP can exercise its power vis-à-vis the Council.

The biggest mediation problem of the EP exists in a decisive rule of the EU treaties. The EP
needs more than 50 % of the votes for adopting amendments in the legislative area. None of
both big political groups manages this majority. The treaty-based threshold constraints let the
EP appear as a closed actor who is not able to transcend competing voter's interests into the
day-to-day work. Both the Treaty constraints and the EP’s practice thus provoke a structural
competition and communication deficit.

One of the essential challenges for the EP future development follows from this mixed
balance of the EP’s functions: The search for mobilizing patterns to link the EP with those it
claims to represent directly. The exclusive focus on legislative power will not help to
legitimize the increase of the EP’s importance if the processes of interest articulation, interest
mediation and interest penetration still run exclusively between institutions that can only be
perceived as single actors in the abstract.
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